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Offer your customers 
the exceptional   
The new Unica range
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A range 
like no other

Everyday exceptional
Add a little something extra to 
daily life with Unica. 

No matter the preferences of your customers, the new Unica  
range of wiring devices has styles and functions to complement 
their lifestyles.

Crafted with the latest aesthetic trends in mind, with an array of 
sophisticated materials including metal, slate, glass, and more, 
Unica products are made to win hearts and turn heads.
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Everyday, your way
For Unica, flexible functionality  
is as important as style.

With user-friendly designs and a broad assortment of functions, 
Unica helps make homes more comfortable and convenient for 
everyday life.

And for clients interested in smart home technology, Unica 
devices are connectivity ready. They’re compatible with Wiser, our 
smart, sustainable home technology and can be controlled with 
KNX automation devices.
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Made for generations
Unica products are designed and manufactured 
with attention to sustainability and quality at every 
stage of the product lifecycle.

Quality that lasts

Manufactured in Schneider Electric’s 
Puente la Reina smart factory in Spain, 
a center of excellence and expertise for 
wiring devices, Unica products meet the 
highest quality standards. They deliver the 
high reliability, durability, and aesthetics 
which are signature for the brand. 

Impressive results

With Unica, you can create interior designs 
polished to the last detail. Interiors that 
resonate with your customers’ personalities. 
Explore what the range has to offer and get 
inspired for your next projects.
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Bearing the 
Green Premium 
ecolabel,  
Unica products 
exceed the 
sustainability 
standards of  
the industry.

At the design stage, the devices are made easily dismountable to 
facilitate recycling.

At the manufacturing stage, more than 50% of the raw material used for 
our devices comes from recycled sources and 100% of the material is 
internally reused to generate zero waste.

At the packaging stage, we’re taking steps to optimize product 
packaging sizes and materials to avoid waste.
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Add character to interiors with signature 
rounded frames.

Enjoy timeless, universal design

The Unica Studio range gives you a selection of 
frames to easily match different types of interiors, from 
minimalist to traditional. Made from high-performance 
thermoplastic, they’re robust and long lasting.

The Unica Studio range comes in two versions.  
Single-volume frames are available in solid colors 
(white, beige, aluminum, and anthracite). 

The double-skin version has frames composed of a 
colored or metal layer over a white, beige, or anthracite 
base (see Unica Studio Color and Unica Studio Metal).

Single-volume frames

The white and beige frames have a mirror-polished 
surface for a nice glossy finish and are a perfect 
fit for lighter interiors with brighter wall colors.

The anthracite and aluminum finishings work for 
darker interiors or as bold color accents. The 
anthracite frames have a soft-touch perception, 
while the aluminum ones add a bit of shine.

Unica Studio

Unica Studio  

White

Unica Studio 

Beige

Unica Studio  

Anthracite

Unica Studio  

Aluminium
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Unica Studio Color 
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Invigorate any room with  
a splash of color. 

With nine colors available – from soft and light, to bold and lively 
– the Unica Studio Color range offers a hue to complement any 
décor or style. Add to that a modern shape and smooth, curved 
surface, and you get perfect switches for energetic interiors.

Unica Studio Color double-skin frames have metallic particles 
added to the two layers of paint to add depth to the colors and 
create a more dynamic appearance.

Unica Studio Color  

Light green

Unica Studio Color  

Red

Unica Studio Color  

Light grey

Unica Studio Color  

White

Unica Studio Color  

Beige

Unica Studio Color  
Dark grey

Unica Studio Color  
Plum

Unica Studio Color  

Taupe

Unica Studio Color  

Chocolate
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Unica Studio Outline
Enrich your designs with  
a subtle color accent.

The Unica Studio Outline frames come in neutral white with a touch 
of color added by a delicate outline on the frame. Ten outline colors, 
from vibrant yellow to moderate grey and taupe, give you a broader 
palette to elevate interior designs while keeping them well balanced.

Unica Studio Outline  

Chocolate

Unica Studio Outline  

Anthracite

Unica Studio Outline  

Grey

Unica Studio Outline 

Aluminium

Unica Studio Outline 

Red

Unica Studio Outline 

White

Unica Studio Outline 

Plum

Unica Studio Outline 

Beige

Unica Studio Outline  

Yellow

Unica Studio Outline 

Light grey
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Give home interiors  
a modern edge.

The Unica Studio Metal range features five ultra-modern metal finishes 
that combine quality and robustness with an elegant design.

Unica Studio Metal  

Copper

Unica Studio Metal  

Gold

Unica Studio Metal  

White aluminium

Unica Studio Metal  

Bronze

Unica Studio Metal  

Dark aluminium

Unica Studio Metal   

The frames are made of sheet metal with an anodized finishing 
to create a bright smooth surface. An additional high-resistance 
treatment helps ensure a lasting look by minimizing the impact of 
aging and environmental conditions.
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Unica Pure
Find a match for elegance and 
sophistication.

Exquisite materials – wood, slate, glass, rubber, metal – provide an 
array of finishings fit for premium interiors. 
 
The Unica Pure frame rests on a sculpted ledge – white or anthracite 
depending on the tone of the faceplate – to create an interesting and 
captivating look.

Unica Pure  

Nordic wood

Unica Pure  

Oak wood

Unica Pure 

Glass frosted white

Unica Pure 

Glass frosted black

Unica Pure 

Translucid white

Unica Pure 

Slate

Unica Pure 

Aluminium

Unica Pure 

Rubber
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Unica Pro
Achieve the perfect balance.

The Unica Pro range also includes a white antibacterial 
finish for those mindful of hygiene and safety (find out more 
in the “Antibacterial for greater peace of mind” section).

Unica Pro 

White

Unica Pro 

Aluminium

Unica Pro 

Anthracite

The Unica Pro range provides the perfect 
balance of style and functionality. Its signature 
design, with a ring surrounding the frame, 
makes the frames stand out from the wall and 
adds a smooth, light perception to them. 

Available in white, aluminum, and 
anthracite, Unica Pro frames satisfy 
all essential style needs.
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The new Unica range includes all the wiring 
devices you need to enhance the style, comfort, 
and safety of your customers’ homes. From lighting 
control to entertainment system connections and 
smart home functions, Unica is ready to meet your 
clients’ current and future needs.

Shutter control

Manual-at-a-push control or fully automatic via 
a time controller increases convenience.

Shutters can also protect home interiors 
from excessive sunlight and help discourage 
unwanted interest from strangers.

Temperature control

Unica thermostats can set a temperature and 
maintain it at a comfortable level as the outside 
temperature fluctuates, while also helping to 
reduce energy costs.

Lighting control 

Automatic light control with motion 
sensors improves safety and 
energy efficiency.  
 
Rotary and pushbutton dimmers, 
compatible with both conventional 
and LED lighting, help easily adjust 
the ambiance.  
 
Connectivity-ready switches, 
dimmers, and motion sensors can 
be easily integrated with the Wiser 
smart home system. A wireless Free 
Located switch can be used with 
Wiser to control lights and shutters 
from anywhere.

Switch Bedside  

lamp with USB

Connected 

pushbutton dimmer

Connected 

shutter control

Motion sensor (connected  

and non-connected)

Rotary dimmer (connected 

and non-connected)

Shutter control

Thermostat

Connected Free 

Located switch

One-module 

shutter control

Unica leaves nothing  
to be desired
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A worldwide range
To cater to different standards worldwide and 
diverse homeowner needs, Unica provides  
a broad selection of socket outlets.

All socket outlets have integrated child protection. The self-sealing shutters sit behind the electrode  
holes and close when the plug is removed, reducing the risk of a child inserting something into the holes.

Socket outlets for diverse 
needs and standards

Unica features standard socket 
outlets with lid and surface 
socket outlets that provide high 
aesthetics and prevent dust 
allocation inside the outlet. For 
extra safety, socket outlets with 
surge protection are available. 
The IP44 devices can be used 
outdoors (see the “Robust and 
weather-resilient” section).  
The range features socket outlet 
versions available in almost all  
of the local standards (see Unica 
catalog for the full collection).

Connected socket outlets

These outlets enable energy  
use monitoring for reducing  
energy costs.

Socket outlets with USB

Sockets with an added USB-C port 
provide maximized flexibility and 
use of space.

Side earth socket 

with USB

Surface pin  

earth socket 

Connected socket 

Side earth 

outlet

Side earth 

socket with lid 

Socket with surge 

protection 

Surface pin earth 

socket with USB

British socketMultistandard 

socket

American socket Euroamerican socket 

3 modules
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Robust and weather-resilient 
With Unica, you can provide convenient power 
access and connectivity even outdoors.

With an array of devices facilitating connectivity, 
Unica helps ensure your customers can use 
digital technologies in every corner of their house, 
without having to worry about low battery levels  
or network reach.

USB chargers 

USB chargers include a quick charging option up to 18 W (3 A), with type A and type C 
ports which can charge a battery up to 75 percent in as little as 30 minutes.

Connect to your world

The Wi-Fi repeater makes the internet available throughout the house. The range also 
includes R/TV sockets, RJ45 inserts and central plates as well as HDMI sockets to neatly 
connect HDTV and AV components.

USB charger  

type A

HDMI outlet

USB quick charger  

type A+C

Wi-Fi repeater

1-module USB charger 

type A

RJ45 data socket

Side earth  

socket with USB 

type C

R-TV/SAT outlet 

Surface pin  

earth socket with 

USB type C

Technology that connects

Outdoor devices

From IP44 switches and sockets 
to IP55 frames and compatibility 
with Mureva boxes, the range has 
devices to fit a balcony, a terrace, 
or a garden. IP55 Mureva  

Box with Unica  

function

IP44 switch IP44 socket 

outlet 

IP55 cover frame
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Moments

Wiser helps personalize a home by creating scenarios 
that combine several settings. For example, switching 
off all the lights and closing all the shutters for a Sleep 
Moment. A pre-set moment can be activated with just 
one tap in the Wiser by SE app or a voice command.

Automations

Moments can activate automatically at a scheduled 
time or when predefined conditions are detected. For 
example, lights can be switched off in a room when no 
presence is detected for 10 minutes. 

Notifications 

Wiser keeps homeowners aware of what’s going on 
at home, even when they’re away; the system sends 
notifications when issues are detected, such as water 
leakages or open windows or doors.

Wiser allows homeowners to conveniently control lighting, shutters, heating, and more, both locally 
and remotely, through the Wiser by SE app, voice assistants, or the Unica Free Located Switch. 

By choosing connected Unica devices and 
integrating them into the Wiser smart home 
system, you can offer your customers enhanced 
comfort, energy savings, and greater safety. 

Wiser is compatible with 
Amazon Alexa™, Google 
Assistant™, and Apple’s Siri®.

Make homes smart  
and sustainable with Wiser 
and Unica

Lights, shutters, and appliances

Gateway IP Camera

Safety and security

Sensors

Gateway IR Converter

Temperature

Gateway

Energy

Sockets Smart Plug PowerTag

Free Located
Switch

Wiser 
by SE app

Voice control
device

Radiator 
Thermostat

Gateway Switches

Free 
Located
Switch

Dimmers Sockets

Smart Plug
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Energy savings

Enhanced safety

Greater comfort 

Appliance control 
 
“After I leave home, I can easily turn off non-essential 
electrical appliances with one click not to waste energy.”

Automations 
 
“Kids forget about everything! Fortunately, Wiser 
turns off the lights and A/C when it detects no 
presence in the room or a window is open.”

Protection from external conditions 
 
“I use the ‘Summer’ moment to automatically 
close the shutters during the sunny hours 
to optimize energy use on cooling.”

Presence simulation 
 
“When I’m away, Wiser simulates my presence at home 
with lights on and shutters open at pre-set times.”

Remote control 
 
“Did I switch off the iron this morning?  
No worries, I can just check the Wiser app.”

Peace of mind 
 
“I feel safer knowing Wiser will notify me about a 
water leakage so I can turn all nearby sockets off.”

Welcome moment 
 
“My home ‘Welcomes’ me as soon as I open the door. 
Lights on, shutters up, and my favorite music on.”

Voice control 
 
“When my hands are full, a voice assistant 
turning on the lights for me is a blessing.”

Cinema moment 
 
“One tap and the perfect mood is set: dimmed 
lights, closed shutters, and a cozy temperature.”

Introduce your customers  
the benefits of Wiser living
Wiser gives homeowners a convenient way of 
managing home settings and adjusting them to  
their preferences. The system also helps spot and 
cut energy waste and protect homes from potential 
intruders, faults, or simple forgetfulness.
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of tested  
bacteria  
gone after  
8 hours*

87%

Antibacterial for greater 
peace of mind

Expand your possibilities with 
the new Unica range 

For where hygiene is especially important, like 
a baby’s room or the kitchen, the Unica range 
provides devices with antibacterial properties.

* Testing done by an 

external laboratory.  

As per ISO 22196:2011 

requirement, the 

microorganisms tested 

were Escherichia coli 

and Staphylococcus 

aureus. 

Take advantage of Unica’s comprehensive 
collection of styles and functionalities to meet – 
and exceed – your clients’ expectations.

With Unica, you’ll find a complementary range for any space and décor. And you can offer something 
more, like energy savings, thanks to connected functionalities compatible with smart home systems like 
Wiser and KNX.

Simple yet exceptional, Unica wiring devices help you deliver truly unique home designs with future-
ready comfort and convenience.

22196:2011 

Universal 

dimmer 

Switch Shutter control Push button with 

label holder

Side earth 

socket

Unique in the market, the antibacterial range includes a wide variety of functions, 
from regular switches and sockets, to connected devices. What’s more, you 
don’t have to compromise on aesthetics for greater safety. The range features 
the same elegant design as the regular white Unica devices.

To enable these properties, the raw plastic material has been enriched with silver 
ions. All external surfaces of devices are made from antibacterial material that’s 
fully compliant with the latest international standard, ISO 22196:2011*.

Silver ions act as a long-term barrier against 
bacteria, stopping their growth and spread.

Silver ion technology 

All products have the antibacterial logo visible.

Other functions 

also available in the 

antibacterial finishing
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